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NEW FROM GARRATT PUBLISHING
MJR 24/7 is a unique pastoral resource developed for junior secondary students exploring
nine core values as found in Jesus’ teachings in the Gospels. Using a ‘Jesus in the now’
approach, values such as compassion, courage, generosity, gratitude, integrity, kindness,
resilience, respect and tolerance are explored in ways that will ignite dialogue in your
classroom. Features include:
•
Links back to scripture
•
A strong focus on journaling
•
Free online teacher resources

Ideal
for Lower
Secondary
Students

NEW FOR 2019

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46

garrattpublishing.com.au/mjr247

MOMENTS OF CELEBRATION

Get young Catholics excited about the Sacraments before they study them!

Sacramental Themes

Guided Reading Levels: F=Foundation, 1=Year 1, 2=Year 2

1

2

RRP $12.95 - Sophia $11.01 each. Bulk Pricing available.

2

F
Reconciliation

1

These books by Helen Carboon, are available to purchase as a
set of 8 titles or individually. Help children learn to read while
also learning to live and love the sacraments!

Eucharist

Pack of 8 Titles!
R $59.95
S $50.96
9781925009484

Encourage children to live and experience the sacraments
before they prepare for them.
Moments of Celebration is the first pre-sacramental series of its
kind! Each of the eight books introduces children, from ages 4
to 8, the wonderful gifts of the Sacraments by showing them
how everyday moments are sacred and how they can find the
gifts of the Holy Spirit within them.

Baptism and Confirmation

F

For more details
see PAGE 13

2

Each title contains convenient notes for teach
ers that offer a clear overview,
learning outcome, and ideas for exploring the
book with young readers

All Sacraments

2

Teacher Resources
Empower the teachers and parents at your school!

So You’re Working for the Catholic Church is
designed to be a friendly and informative
introduction to the fundamentals of Catholic
beliefs and traditions. A perfect resource for
all new teachers and staff at your school.

Having a child starting at a Catholic primary or
secondary school can be daunting for many
parents as there are many ‘unknowns’. This
book addresses these ‘unknowns’ and is
invaluable to any such parent.

Over
40,000
sold!

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781922152084

PRAYER RESOURCES

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781922152060

The best resources to get prayer in to your student’s daily lives!

Called to Pray

NEW
RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781594718670

School teachers often
ask for classroom prayer
resources. Here, awardwinning author, Justin
McClain, offers more than
200 original prayers to meet
those requests. Great for
both teachers and students
to read.

PRAYERS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR
Catholic Teachers Prayer Companion for 2019

RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9781627852098

THE BASICS

A perfect companion for busy teachers who are looking for
inspirational prayers and reflections to use at school meetings,
assemblies and in the classroom. The prayers here have been
exclusively compiled and selected for Australian teachers and
include contemporary Christian prayers, days of the school year
with major feast days and a Liturgical reading guide for Year C. This
is an essential prayer resource your teachers will want in every
home-room in the school.

NEW

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781925073904

365 Prayers for Catholic
Schools
The perfect resource for
prayers on topics relevant
to young people. Each topic
is connected to Scripture,
and each prayer includes
questions to engage
dialogue in and outside the
classroom.

Bulk Pricing
Available

So You're Working for
the Catholic Church

So You're Sending Your Child
to a Catholic School

NEW
RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9781627853798

Let Us Go Forth

Heads Bowed

These lovingly crafted
prayer services will
resonate with young
people and deepen their
experience of the faith.
Each prayer service is
versatile and perfect for
the start or ending of the
school day.

A new year means the need
for some new prayers to
make your teaching life
easier! Lisa Mladinich offers
nearly 300 original prayers
that will resonate with all
Catholic teachers.

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9780764826443

These books will help you learn the basics of Scripture

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21

2

1

Buy all 3 books
for $59.95
Sophia $50.96
BBCP18
1. 9781925073386

3

2. 9781925073553
3. 9781925073393

Bible Basics for Catholics

Psalm Basics for Catholics

New Testament Basics for Catholics

John Bergsma’s Bible Basics shows how the
Bible points us to the saving life and work
of Jesus, with this new edition including an
additional chapter on covenant fulfillment.

In Psalm Basics for Catholics, Bergsma
introduces us to King David, the story of
Israel, and the salvation of the Jewish people
through the coming of Jesus.

Bergsma simplifies the New Testament
by focusing on four writers whose work
comprises about 90 percent of it, and their
common theme of the "Kingdom of God."

2
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Teacher Resources
Resources that will benefit both teachers and students

NEW
RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781627853804

RRP $9.95*
Sophia $8.46
9781925009781
*Bulk Pricing Available

33 Mass Lessons and
Activities for Children

Preparing Masses with
Children

In this new resource,
Patricia Mathson offers
easy, practical and
enjoyable activities that
help children grow in their
understanding of the Mass
and connect it with their
daily life.

Even the newest teachers
will find it easy to prepare
effective and liturgically
sound Masses using the
unique 15-step system
outlined in this book.

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9781616710491

Care for Our Common
Home

Jesus and the Natural
World

Ideal for teachers, students
and school communities,
this visually stunning guide
to Laudato Si’ offers insights
into Pope Francis’ thinking,
relevant to all Australians.

Promote a Christian
approach to ecology and
sustainability. Link science
with Scripture to help
students deepen their faith
and commit to the survival
of God’s earth.

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781921946226

31 Days to Becoming a
Better Religious Educator

RRP $22.95
Sophia $19.51
9781594713842

Designed to improve the
effectiveness of any busy
religious educator. Discover
practical , easy-to-use
strategies and exercises for
your spiritual growth! An
immensly popular title.

NEW
RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9781594718618

Tabloid Bible

RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9780281075065

Get kids to want to read
popular and obscure Bible
stories in this fully revised
and updated edition,
hilariously presenting these
stories as the media would
write them today!

SOPHIA BOOKCLUB

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9781925009828

So You’re Teaching Religion!

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9782896880423

An essential guide and
companion for new (and
veteran) religious educators
seeking to create engaging
and dynamic classes! Find
outstanding strategies for
teaching now!

Called to Teach

RRP $32.95
Sophia $28.01
9781594716850

Catholic teachers can
kick-start their day with a
scripture passage that sets a
theme and provides a
much-needed source
of energy, renewal and
affirmation for their day.

Christ in the Classroom

The Bare Bible

Jared Dees, creator of the
The Religion Teacher, shows
how applying the steps of
lectio divina to teaching can
reorient religious education
toward encountering the
person of Christ rather
than merely sharing
information about him.

Do you get lost in the
lists in Leviticus? Are you
puzzled by Jesus’ parables?
With tea-breaks built in
and no prior knowledge
required, zip through the
Bible from beginning to
end with jargon-free author
Peter Graystone.

NEW
RRP $26.95
Sophia $22.91
9780281078431

Reading the New
Testament in the Church

The Quick Reference Guide
to the Catholic Bible

World-renowned Australian
scholar, Francis J. Moloney
offers an introduction to
the New Testament, and
how to read it faithfully and
critically. Truly understand
the foundations of our
Church.

This is a reference guide
all teachers should have
when they teach the Bible.
With great summaries and
‘food-for-thought’ sections,
it helps to convey why the
Bible remains relevent to
students today.

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781593252588

Make your school’s budget stretch further with HUGE savings!

SAVE ON EVERY PUR
h t t p : //g a rra t t p ub lish in g. co m .

Get HUGE savings and exclusive offers when you purchase or renew your Sophia BookClub membership!
As an added bonus, if you purchase or renew before 31 December 2018, you'll be in the draw to win a

SIGNED COPY of Breakthrough by Rob Galea.
Do not miss out! Go to garrattpublishing.com.au/Sophia today!
1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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Teacher Resources
Catholic Education in Australia

Mission and Education Series
Arising from the BBI – The Australian Institute for Theological Education’s Mission and Education Project, this series of ever expanding
books are ideal for leaders in Catholic education. Explore aspects of contemporary Catholic Education in the light of the Church’s official
teaching on mission, and discover insights from those who attempt to embrace this mission in their personal and professional lives.
In Now with Enthusiasm, NEW FOR 2018 and the sixth volume of the Mission and Education series, Michael Green argues, that the spiritual
families of the Church offer Catholic schools, and the Church more generally, compelling and fruitful ways to capture the hearts of students
and teachers for God’s mission. He understands this as the Spirit at work.
Now with Enthusiasm explores the challenges and opportunities that emerging contexts provide for old paradigms, and what needs to
change.

NEW

9780987306050

978098730609
8

9780987306012

9780987306029

RRP $49.95 ea
Sophia $42.46 ea
9780987306074

9780987306005

Other Vaughan Titles

Vaughan Publishing’s Educator’s Guides are designed to provide easily accessible information on mission-in-practice issues as being
experienced in Catholic education. Learn from the excellent mission-in-practice work currently being done by teachers in
Catholic schools all around the country!

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9780987306043

Educator’s Guide to
Catholic Curriculum

Educators Guide to Catholic
Identity

Religious Education in
Australian Catholic Schools

How can all subjects work
together to create an
‘ecology’ of learning that
can help students discern
wise pathways for life?
Trish Hindmarshguides
you with strategies and real
examples from schools.

Paul Sharkey shares
practical ways to enhance
your schools’ Catholic
identity, and discover the
ways Australian schools
are evolving their pastoral
care programs, curriculum,
pedagogy, liturgy and more.

Over twenty leading
Australian educators share
their experiences and
expertise on addressing
the challenges of teaching
Religious Education in
today’s Catholic schools. A
must for Catholic teachers!

PEOPLE OF GOD
Prices from
RRP $22.95
Sophia $19.51

RRP $29.95
Sophia $25.46
9780987306036

Inspiring biographies of people who have impacted the world
3

1
2

RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9780987306081

4

5

1. 9780814637128
2. 9780814637036
3. 9780814637579
4. 9780814637050
5. 9780814648179

The People of God series is a set of inspiring biographies for everyone! Each volume offers a compelling and honest narrative of the life of
an important twentieth or twenty-first century Catholic. Some living and some now deceased, each of these women and men have known
challenges and weaknesses familiar to most of us but responded to them in ways that call us to our own forms of heroism. Each offers a
credible and concrete witness of faith, hope, and love to people of our own day. View the full series at garrattpublishing.com.au/pog
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Teacher Resources
Your ultimate guides to all things Catholic
Ideal introductions to theology and the Christian faith, these Friendly Guides are perfect for teachers,
students and school communities. See them all at garrattpublishing.com.au/fgs

Over 23,000
copies sold!

A Friendly Guide to The Birth of Jesus
$24.95 - S $21.21 - 9781925073379

The birth of Jesus is one of the best-known stories in the Gospels, and yet often adults do not
think about or read the text as adults. They carry with them childhood memories that may
be inaccurate, according to the text, and miss the deep theological purpose of these two
narratives. If we only read the “surface” story of the nativity, we fail to understand the rich
introductions to the person and ministry of the adult Jesus.

Buy the set of 15 books for $275
Sophia $233.75 - SAVE OVER $95 - FGP14
RRP $24.95 - Sophia $21.21 - each

CALLED TO BE A CATECHIST Catechist: “One who teaches the essentials of Christian faith”
Each
RRP $12.95
Sophia $11.01

3

1

5

4

2

1. 9781627851558
2. 9781627852890
3. 9781627852876
4. 9781627852906
5. 9781627852920

The Called to Be a Catechist Series provides information, guidance and inspiration from leading experts, that will benefit both seasoned and
novice teachers in their quest to becoming capable and confident in their commitment to developing faith in new generations. Each 64-page
booklet is small enough for it to be always at hand, but big enough to be jam-packed with a wealth of knowledge and helpful hints!

VERY BRIEF HISTORIES
1

2

Little books that explore big topics
3

4

1. 9780281076840
2. 9780281077144
3. 9780281076451
4. 9780281076178

These beautiful books, highlighted with a die-cut design, bring to life those who helped shaped the world. This exciting new series features
these key figures with short, accessible books written by world experts on their subjects. Titles include: Jesus, Paul, Julian of Norwich,
Thomas Aquinas and many others. View all the titles at garrattpublishing.com.au/vbhs - RRP$19.95 - Sophia $16.96 each

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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Primary Resources

2019
RELEASE

Pack of eight
books $69.95
(Sophia $59.46)

Grounded in contemporary early childhood education theory and practice
and underpinned by the inquiry-based learning approach, encourage your
youngest students to explore the Catholic Church and Prayer.
Have your students join Anna, Josh and their dog, Monty, as they go on a
journey to discover what happens at Mass, what’s inside the Church, and realise the
power of prayer in its many forms.
Developed by leading early childhood Catholic educator, Dr Jan Grajczonek, this series
guides your students and teachers through contemporary pedagogy in this one-of-a-kind
resource. Included are teacher notes to ensure that you always have the guidance that
you need to take full advantage of this expertly written resource. The Catholic Church
Pack of four
and Prayer are fully explored through two individual sets of four books, which can be
books $39.95
purchased individually or as a complete set. For more information go to
(Sophia $33.96)
www.garrattpublishing.com.au/lce

Prepare children for their Sacraments and create lifelong Catholics
RRP $11.95
Sophia $10.16
each

Australia's
most modern
Sacramental
program!
A Leader’s Guide!
R $29.95 - S $25.46
9781925009880

Certificates
Available

RRP $12.95
Sophia $11.01

Confirmation
9781922152046

A Parent’s Guide!
9781922152008

Eucharist
9781922152022

Reconciliation
9781922152039

Hundreds of Australian Schools and Parishes trust Becoming Catholic’s comprehensive approach, allowing children and
their families to come together and share the joy and beauty of the sacraments. Take your children on an incredible
journey and inspire in them, a love of Jesus. *Bulk pricing available. Contact us for details or see garrattpublishing.com.au/bc

CELEBRATE THE YEAR OF YOUTH

Books for Catholics of all ages

We Are Catholic

NEW
RRP $16.95
Sophia $14.41
9781925073508

6

Introduce young
children to the Catholic
faith and its traditions.
Simple words and
engaging illustrations
make this an accessible
book that young Catholics
will want to read again
and again.

Over
65,000
sold!

Dear Young Friends

Dear Pope Francis

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781925073188

This collection of letters
to Pope Francis from
children explores many
big topics and is a great
resource to encourage
dialogue in the classroom.
Free teacher notes and
activity sheets can be
found on our website.

RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9781925073492

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au

Dear Young Friends is a
collection of one-toone personal replies
to questions, talks and
conversations Pope
Francis has had with
young people. An ideal
graduation gift which can
also be customised!

Primary Resources
Resources to enrich young the lives of young Catholics
Moments of Celebration
Encourage children to live and experience the sacraments
before they prepare for them.
  
Moments of Celebration is the first pre-sacramental series of its
kind! Each of the eight books introduces children, from ages 4
to 8, the wonderful gifts of the Sacraments by showing them
how everyday moments are sacred and how they can find the
gifts of the Holy Spirit within them. Help children learn to read
while also learning to live and love the sacraments!

In the tradition of the bestselling YOUCAT which made
the Catechism of the Catholic Church accessible to Young
People, YOUCAT for Kids has been created especially for
children and their parents. It features easy language, many
funny and friendly illustrations along with background
information that teachers and parents alike can draw
upon to explore the Catechism more fully. It is due to be
released in time for the 2019 School Year so pre-order your
copies today!

YOUCAT for KIDS is suitable
for children and parents to
spend time together and, in
doing so, discover God’s love
more and more.
- Pope Francis

Pack of 8 Titles!
R $59.95
S $50.96
9781925009484

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9780648323303

THE CATHOLIC CHILDREN’S BIBLE

An ideal literacy and faith formation tool in one

The Catholic Children’s Bible
Hardcover: R $79.95 - S $67.96 - 9781599829296
Paperback: R $64.95 - S $55.21 - 9781599829197

SECOND
EDITION

The first-ever complete children’s Bible that not only inspires, but empowers children to read,
live, understand, and love the Word of God. The stories of the Catholic faith come alive with
vivid, awe-inspiring artwork, larger text, and many more design features that not only enhance
comprehension but create enjoyment as well. This new edition also includes new easy-tofollow reading plan and stickers. (Good News translation)

The Catholic Children’s
Bible Big Books

AVAILABLE NOW FROM
OUR WEBSITE!

Catholic Children’s Bible Teacher Resources
Teachers fully supported with supplementary guides!
Catholic Children’s Bible
Leader Guide

Catholic Children’s Bible
Activity Booklet

R $99.95
S $84.96
9781599820422

R $89.95
S $76.46
9781599821818

US
CONTACT
TODAY

via
.au
blishing.com
pu
sales@garratt

YOUR
TO PLACE
ORDER

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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Teacher Resources
Meditation Resources
Shhh … God is in the
Silence

NEW
RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9780829446579

NEW
RRP $59.95
Sophia $50.96
9782896885138

Through the gentle
repetition of simple yet
profound truths, this book
will help children realise
that silence in itself is the
part of the prayer when we
quiet our minds to listen to
God in our hearts.

RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9780829446517

Completely Revised. Help
children meditate in the
classroom and in daily life.
It will inspire and encourage
anyone helping children to
grow to their full potential.

This resource for primary
students builds on the
success of the Author’s first
book, Guided Meditations
for Young Catholics. This
ready-to-use resource
introduces children to
meditation with music.

Enable and encourage
young Catholics to discover
the grace that daily prayer
and reflection offers
them through powerful
meditations. Includes a CD.
A must have title! Perfect
for ages 10 to 18.

RRP $59.95
Sophia $50.96
9782896464098

Loyola Kids Book of
Catholic Signs and Symbols

Loyola Kids Book of Bible
Stories

From the fish to the
Sacraments, this new
book from Amy Welborn
explores the many images
used to convey the
Catholic faith. Each colour
image inspires further
discussion in the classroom.

This wonderful collection
of illustrated Bible stories
from Amy Welborn is
arranged according to the
liturgical year enabling
students to connect more
meaningfully with the
liturgy.

Jake is frightened of singing
until a meeting with an
angel choir helps him to
discover his voice, and the
baby Jesus! This illustrated
book is a wonderful
retelling of the Christmas
story for children.

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781925073287

Children Love to Meditate

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781925073362

The world is again
embracing the tradition
of Christian meditation!
This title explores the
simplicity and effectiveness
of meditation in the school
environment.

Books that teach children some essential lessons

RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9780829445398

We’re Hungry Too

NEW
RRP $14.95
Sophia $12.71
9780281076727

Ellie loves being at her
aunt’s house, and feeding
all the animals, but she
then learns that the less
appealing creatures get
hungry as well. This is a
wonderful book to teach
kids about caring for all
creation.

Lovely picture books that are perfect to read during Advent.

The Shepherd Who
Couldn’t Sing

RRP $14.95
Sophia $12.71
9780281076741

Discover how to help
children use meditation as
a form of prayer. Children
will be lead step-by-step
on how to do meditation
through listening,
awareness, breathing
and more, across four
meditation themes.
Guided Meditations for
Young Catholics

CHILDREN’S STORY BOOKS

NEW

Coming Home

Guided Meditations for
Catholic Kids

CHILDREN’S ESSENTIALS

NEW

RRP $12.95
Sophia $11.01
9780867863598

To God on a Magic Carpet

NEW
RRP $19.95
Sophia $16.96
9780281078028

The Sleepy Shepherd

Leo’s Gift

The Sleepy Shepherd is so
dozy he misses the visit of
the angels! But one night,
years later, he must be a
shepherd to a man whose
friends have all fallen
asleep. This unique tale
weaves together the stories
of Easter and Christmas.

Leo, in this beautifully
illustrated book, is
searching for a special
talent he can share
with the world. He will
inspire kids to explore
their passions, believe in
themselves, and learn that
not all gifts come in a box.

NEW
RRP $39.95
Sophia $33.96
9780829446005

SAVE ON EVERY PURCHASE
h ttp ://g a rrattp u b l i s h i n g . c o m . a u/s op hia

Make your budget stretch further! Go to garrattpublishing.com.au/Sophia today!
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Teacher Resources
All the resources you need for 2019
You will find on this page a selection of annual prayer and study resources suitable for use for staff meetings, prayer services,
in the classroom and homeroom or PD days. For more resources visit garrattpublishing.com.au/2019

RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073768

Sacred Space: The Prayer
Book 2019

PRAYERS FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR
Catholic Teachers Prayer Companion for 2019

Make a scared space in your
day and spend ten minutes
praying here and now,
wherever you are, with this
inspirational prayer guide.
Ideal for staff devotions.

A perfect companion for busy teachers who are looking for
inspirational prayers and reflections to use at school meetings,
assemblies and in the classroom. The prayers here have been
exclusively compiled and selected for Australian teachers and
include contemporary Christian prayers, days of the school year
with major feast days and a Liturgical reading guide for Year C.
This is an essential prayer resource your teachers will want in
every home-room in the school.

NEW

RRP $34.95
Sophia $29.71
9781925073904

RRP $26.95
Sophia $22.91
9781616713898

This easy-to-use resource
for group and individual
prayer focuses on a
scripture reading each day,
along with a reflection, a
psalm, intercessions, and
closing prayer.

Sacred Space for Advent
and the Christmas Season
2018-2019

Children’s Daily Prayer
Under the Southern Cross

Daily Prayer 2019

RRP $32.95
Sophia $28.01
9780867860306

Children’s Daily Prayer Under
the Southern Cross has
returned for 2019! This
annual favourite provides
the prayers and readings
for every day of the school
year. For ease of use buy a
copy for each classroom.

RRP $3.95
Sophia $3.36
9781925073751

Jesus Open Our Hearts:
Advent for Kids 2018

Year of Grace 2019 Laminated Poster
The Year of Grace calendar is a stunning, visual journey through
the Liturgical Year. This calendar is the perfect tool for teaching
about and understanding the Liturgical Year. Notes about the
art and how this calendar can be used are provided.
Also available:

RRP $32.95 - Sophia $28.01
9781616714055

Paper poster RRP $16.95 - Sophia $14.41 - 9781616714062
Laminated Notebook RRP $9.95 - Sophia $8.46 - 9781616714086
Paper Notebook (pk of 25)
RRP $26.95 - Sophia $22.91- 9781616714079

Busy adults can find a quick
and useful spiritual guide
crafted especially for the
Advent season. This is a
portable, accessible and
thought provoking prayer
companion for Advent.

RRP $2.95
Sophia $2.51
9781627854016

Children can prepare for
Jesus’ coming by colouring
ornaments on a Christmas
tree as they complete
the prayerful and caring
activities each day. This is a
wonderful resource to help
children experience Advent.

LENT New for 2019 – Garratt Publishing’s contemporary Lenten study.

All I Have is Yours
Forty Days to Freedom
The forty days of Lent prepare us to celebrate again the death and resurrection of Jesus, the heart of
our faith and the source of our freedom. Throughout that time we too pray for the kind of freedom
that allows God to work in our lives and the world.
Author, Michael McGirr, asks us to consider that choosing what we do in our lives is really about
choosing the kind of people we want to be. His selection of Gospel readings, prayers and personal
reflections are underpinned by commentary that questions and prompts the reader, offering a Lenten
program that will nourish and encourage important conversation.
Inspiring photography and design enhance the reflections and highlight key teaching points and
question prompts.

9781925073881

1-9 COPIES
$8.95
(Sophia $7.61)

10-49 COPIES
$7.95
(Sophia $6.76)

50-99 COPIES
$7.50
(Sophia $6.38)

100+ COPIES
$6.95
(Sophia $5.91)

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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Middle School Resources

Celebrating Saints is a wonderful resource that examines the
fascinating, sometimes mysterious world of Catholic saints. It explains
the process of beatification and canonisation of a saint and explores
the life and work of 18 saints and why they remain relevant in the lives
of children and young people today!

Celebrating Saints: Student Workbook Bulk pricing
R $12.95 - S $11.01 - 9781925073263 available
The Student Workbook has fun images that make the
information and activities easy to read, easy to remember
and entertaining to do. Give students an insight into Catholic
saints and why they are positive role models in every day life.
Celebrating Saints: Teacher Guide
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9781925073270
The Celebrating Saints: Teacher Guide has additional
information and supporting text about each saint featured in
the student book, as well as teaching suggestions, discussion
opportunities, prayer connections and further learning ideas.

GIFTS FOR KIDS

NEW

Great gifts for all occasions

This new Tiny Saint honours St Mary MacKillop's legacy as you take her wherever
you go! Mary MacKillop is the first and only Australian currently recognised by
the Catholic Church as a Saint.

RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
HMMK

Actual size!

The Saints Are Watching Over Me

NEW

Exclusive
Australian edition
featuring Mary
MacKillop!

Introduce the saints to young children! Using rhyming text, this full colour board book
shows how the saints were real people and how they all had different characteristics and
personalities. The important message of this little book is that though we may not see the
saints, they are always there watching over us.

The Australian Children’s
Prayer Book

Bulk pricing
available

The Australian Children’s Prayer
Book is ideal for children to learn
traditional prayers, and prayers that
touch all areas of their lives. Makes
an ideal gift book for all students!
RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
9781925073195
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RRP $12.95
Sophia $11.01
9781925073683

The Australian Children’s
Mass Book
Enable children to become full
participants in the Mass from
an early age in a simple, easy tofollow way. A fun and informative
guide to the Mass. Makes an ideal
first Eucharist gift.
RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
9781921946004
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Over
120,000
sold!

Middle School Resources
BIG Books

Now

$99.95*

Pope Francis Big Book � 9781925009811
Introduce students to Pope Francis, his life and role as the leader of
the Catholic Church, his spiritual views, and his vision for a reformed
Church, and have them understand the role they have to play in the
future of the Church .

Catholic Traditions � 9781922152879
each
Share the history and structure of the Church with
students, with a special focus on the Australian Church. Celebrate
the Church’s rich traditions and explore the importance of the Holy
Trinity, the Saints, Mary, prayer, Jesus and more, in their daily lives.

We Celebrate the Eucharist � 9781925009552
Explore and explain the symbols, rites, rituals, actions and parts of
the Mass with simple language and child-friendly illustrations. An
ideal resource for refreshing your student’s understanding of the
Mass, or for preparing them to celebrate a sacrament.

Living Faith � 9781925009491
Define for your students, in simple age appropriate terms, what faith
means and how to live a faith-filled life. Demonstrate to students
the type of relationships they may have with God without fear or
favour.

The Bible: God’s Great Book of Books � 9781921946929
A must-have resource for all classrooms! Educate students on how
to read the Bible and explore its history, structure, meaning and
relevance in student’s everyday lives and the future of the Church.

Sacred Objects and Symbols � 9781921946387
Take students on a visual tour of the sacred objects and symbols of
the Catholic tradition. A fun way to explain what they are and when,
where and how they are used.

All Big Books

52.5
x
75cm

All Big Books inlcude a CD-ROM with additional material. RRP $149.95 each
*Special price valid until 31 Dec 2018. No further discounts.

WONDERINGS BIG BOOKS

Teach Children to Wonder with Wonderings Big Books

Making Decisions � 9781922152824

My Culture, Your Culture � 9781925009385

Encourage students to ‘wonder’ about the notion of
a moral compass and how to make ethical decisions.
Explore what the Bible tells us about ethics and the
importance of doing the ‘right thing’.

Now

Support students’ intercultural understanding by
helping them learn about the languages and beliefs
of cultures other than their own, and recognise
commonalities and differences with others to
develop and cultivate respect for all.

each

Caring for God’s Earth � 9781921946936

Jesus and Justice � 9781921946943

$59.95*

Explore ways students can live in the mission of
Jesus by making justice real in their homes, schools
and communities, and encourage them to reach out
to those in need.
All Wonderings Big Books 37.5x52cm. RRP $99.95.

Allow students to consider their role in looking after
the earth that God has given us to care for. Have
students consider and develop tangible ways to
support and care for each other, their surroundings
and the environment as a whole.
*Special price valid until 31 Dec 2018. No further discounts.

BIBLICAL LITERACY Explore the Bible in a new and engaging way
The Gospels: God With Us
RRP $19.95 - Sophia $16.96
9781922152855

The Two Hands of God
RRP $19.95 - Sophia $16.96
9781922152848
Ideal for students in upper primary
and/or lower secondary school.
Bringing together current science
and theology, this visually stunning
Australian text will confidently answer
students questions about creation, what
God is like, divine wisdom and how God
communicates with us.

This invaluable resource brings to life
the world of the Gospels and answers
questions all modern-day students will
want to ask. Every page is bursting with
colour and comes with insightful photos,
explanations of special words and activities
to encourage reading of the Gospel.

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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Primary Resources
The Make Jesus Real Community
RRP $19.95 - Sophia $16.96 - 9781925073416
Make Jesus Real (MJR) is centred on the belief that we are the image of Jesus to all those around us. We
are his representatives and our actions should reflect his values. This book, My Friend Jesus, is a pastoral
resource aimed at early readers from Prep to Grade 2 as an introduction to the Make Jesus Real series and
its philosophy and MJR way of life.
MJR can be incorporated into our everyday life at our schools through the use of basic manners, a positive
attitude, showing tolerance towards others, giving time for reflection and using encouraging language to
highlight the behaviours, values and attitudes that we want to see in our students.
The idea of bringing Jesus from 2,000 years ago into the here and now of today is very relevant. Young
children need to understand these concepts in a simple way and My Friend Jesus does that in a very real
manner, allowing the children to relate to the message that it portrays.

PREP - GRADE 2
RRP $19.95 - Sophia $16.96 - 9781925073300
Spirit of Jesus is a vaulable resouce that aims to assist students in developing a lifelong relationship with
Jesus and his message. This workbook encourages children in Grades 3 and 4 to become ‘switched on’ to
the presence of Jesus’ spirit in their daily lives.
Spirit of Jesus is full of contemporary activities based on current pedagogy that are designed to engage,
excite and support students on their faith journey.
Spirit of Jesus invites children to actively make sense of their Catholic identity through everyday exchanges
at home and at school – to see the gospel values in their lived experience. This approach enables students
to grow a meaningful commitment to their faith, in the belief that the Spirit of Jesus is with them every
day.

GRADES 3 – 4

Spirit of Jesus, like Make Jesus Real (the Grade 5 and 6 workbook) is a book for life – one that students can
refer to in years to come.

RRP $24.95 - Sophia $21.21 - 9781925073294
Make Jesus Real (MJR) is a ready-made values education resource developed for Grades 5 and 6 that
inspires students to have a positive attitude to life by living Jesus’ message daily.
Some of the key 50 attitudes and values explored in MJR are: Self-discipline, Good decision making,
Friendship, Positive behaviours, Resilience and Being a team player.
Students will enjoy using the fun mnemonic phrases created by MJR author, Peter Mitchell, which will
help them in applying spiritual values into their everyday situations.
An essential classroom resource, MJR may be used as five to ten minute insights or as complete lessons
focusing on core principles.

GRADES 5 – 6

The MJR Calendar

The Make Jesus Real program can now live beyond the school gates with
this bright and colourful MJR calendar. Each Month has its own MJR
MESSAGE, enabling the entire family to connect and live the MJR way.
Increase your school’s profile, its Catholic identity and make MJR a way
of life for the whole community with the 2019 MJR Calendar!
Customised editions available. Contact us for a quote today!
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Sophia $11.01
MJRC19G

Secondary Resources

MJR 24/7 is a unique pastoral resource for junior secondary students that compliments your
existing RE curriculum and is an invaluable guide to help them journey through adolescence
and into adulthood.
Based on Jesus’ teachings from the Gospel, nine core values are explored through 30 topics.
Using a ‘Jesus in the now’ approach, values such as compassion, courage, generosity,
gratitude, integrity, kindness, resilience, respect and tolerance are explored in ways that will
ignite dialogue in your classroom.

NEW

Other key features of MJR 24/7 include:
• Links back to scripture
• A strong focus on journaling
• Free online teacher resources

FOR

2019

MJR 24/7 encourages students to turn to the Gospel to foster their relationship with
themselves, family, friends, others and Jesus… to be the best they can be.
R $29.95 - S $25.46 - 9781925073874
garrattpublishing.com.au/mjr247

Start your students’ journey of faith and self-discovery now with MJR 24/7

YOUCAT Assisting youth on their journey of faith.
Supported by the Vatican, the YOUCAT titles are meant to help your school community and students get involved in projects of new
evangelisation. YOUCAT has expanded into a range of products all designed for assisting youth on their journey of faith.
NEW and
UPDATED
for 2019

DOCAT
R $36.00 - S $30.60 - 9780992540630
What to do? The Social Teaching of the
Catholic Church

YOUCAT
R $34.95 - S $29.71 - 9780648360162
YOUCAT is an accessible, contemporary
expression of the Catholic faith.

YOUCAT BIBLE
R $44.95 - S $38.21 - 9780648145707
Explore key excerpts from the Bible in
context of the Bible and today’s world.

Supplementry resources available at garrattpublishing.com.au/youcat

FOR RETREATS AND REFELCTION DAYS

The Australian Catholic Youth Prayer Journal
R $19.95 - S $16.96 - 9781922152053

THE ULTIMATE
PRAYER RESOURCE

BULK PRICING
AVAILABLE

The Australian Catholic Youth Prayer Journal is beautifully
designed and aims to specifically sharpen students’ ability
to hear and reflect on God’s voice through Scripture and
prayer. Ann Rennie provides feeling and thought-provoking
stimulus questions to lead them gently into the right space,
ensuring their writing is focussed – a crucial feature for
hearing and contemplating God’s directions. It’s an ideal
resource for retreats and reflection days.

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au
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Secondary Resources
The ultimate Catholic School Bible
The Catholic Youth Bible
R $54.95 - S $46.71 - 9781599821351
The most widely used Bible in Australian Catholic schools.
Packed with special, youth-friendly features, The Catholic Youth Bible is specifically
tailored to the needs of today’s modern learners. The contemporary, conversational
language used in The Catholic Youth Bible opens up dialogue through which the
Word of God can flow and be understood. Help students find meaning in their day
to day lives. (NRSV translation)

Catholic Youth Bible - Teacher Resources
Ideal for experienced, new and busy teachers alike!
These three teacher guides, are not only time-saving, but they enable teachers to fully utilise all the outstanding features of the Catholic
Youth Bible. With 300+ targeted activities that help students learn the Scriptures, activities specific to Catholic Social Teaching, handouts,
key understandings and questions, assessments, prayer services and much more, new or experienced teachers will find these invaluable.
Catholic Youth Bible
Old Testament Teacher Guide
R $99.95
S $84.96
9781599821306
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Catholic Youth Bible
New Testament Teacher
Guide
R $99.95
S $84.96
9781599821290

Catholic Youth Bible
Leader Guide
R $94.95
S $80.71
9781599820309

1300 650 878 ◦ sales@garrattpublishing.com.au ◦ garrattpublishing.com.au

Secondary Resources
The Catholic School Diary Re-imagined
Australia’s trusted provider of Catholic Religious Education
Resources offers tailored student diaries that:
»» Evolve your school’s Catholic identity, fulfill your school’s
mission, and enhance your pastoral care plans.
»» Strengthen your students' Catholic identity and encourage
a deepening relationship with Jesus.
»» Develop organisational skills to ensure students’ academic
and spiritual potential is realised.

Offer your students
the space to create!
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Secondary Resources
Teach and understand Pope Francis’ latest document
Rejoice and Be Glad: An Australian Reading Guide
Pope Francis’ latest Apostolic Exhoration, Gaudete et Exsultate (Rejoice and Be
Glad), uses Scripture and the witness of the saints to demonstrate that God’s
call to holiness is one that we must all answer every day!
This plain English guide, with Australian case studies and reflections by
renowned author and writer Fr Andrew Hamilton SJ and acclaimed scholar
and theologian Bill Huebsch, will make Pope Francis’ message easily
accessible to all readers. With concise summaries of each numbered
section, and questions for discussion and reflection, this guide will enable
you to explore how Pope Francis' words can be applied to our lives today.

NEW

Bulk pricing
available
starting from
RRP $8.95
Sophia $7.61
each for a pack
of 20.
See our website
for more details

Perfect for small groups or individual study, this easy-to-use guide can
help all believers understand, celebrate, and live Pope Francis’ message of
Gospel joy, love, and peace.

9781925073591

Gaudete Et Exsulate
RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
9781925494310

NEW

In this new Apostolic Exhortation, Pope Francis sets out the many
challenges and practical ways that we can live a life of Holiness in
today's world.

KEEPSAKES
These beautiful charms are
perfect to give as gifts, or
to carry with you where
ever you go, to remind you
of the values they lived by.
They clip on to backpacks,
keyrings and more.
View them all at
garrattpublishing.com.au/tinysaints

These keep sakes are the perfect gift for anyone of any age!

RRP $9.95
Sophia $8.46
each

GIFT BOOKS

Each of these beautiful
hand-crafted crosses and
pendants come with a 28
inch black cord. With over
40 styles available, there
is something everyone will
love!

Actual size!

RRP $6.95
Sophia $5.91
each
View them all at:

garrattpublishing.com.au/crosses

Encouragement and wisdom for young people
Breakthrough

In Fr Rob Galea's autobiography we are given an exclusive first look into how Fr Rob escaped
his self-inflicted “circle of hell” as a teen in Malta, to become one of the world’s most renowned
priests. Through Breakthrough, Fr Rob hopes to offer a path to hope, happiness and peace in a
world where bad things happen.
Go Bravely
RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073560
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At the heart of Emily Wilson’s ministry is helping every person she encounters
recognise their identity and worth in Christ. Emily wants you to be brave, stand up
and live your life as a woman of faith. In this book Emily provides practical guidance,
to live a faith-filled productive life in a world that often seems to steal joy.
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RRP $24.95
Sophia $21.21
9781925073485

